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DATE:DEC 04                     HEY DAY           DAY:MONDAY 

AIM: (Unleash creativity and imagination) To embrace innovation, ignite curiosity and foster 

collaboration where diverse perspectives converge. To speak passionately, connect deeply 

and share ideas that spark transformative conversations. 
Organiser: Social Department 

 

 

 

DATE:DEC 05         SPOKEN HINDI ASSESSMENT           DAY:TUESDAY 

AIM: To explore fluency, pronunciation and expression that navigates conversations with 

confidence. It is an opportunity to master intonation, convey ideas eloquently and to elevate 

spoken Hindi skills through this enriching assessment journey.  
Organiser: Hindi Department 

 

 

DATE:DEC 06                             EMERALD           DAY:WEDNESDAY 

AIM: To navigate through puzzles, deduce patterns and unveil solutions. It is the compass 

of intellect to sharpen the cognitive acumen in this realm where reasoning becomes the 

guiding force.   
Organiser: Math Department 

 

 

 

DATE: DEC 07                                      PRIZE ‘O’ FEST                                            DAY:THURSDAY 

AIM: Step into the spotlight at Prize-O-Fest! An electrifying showcase of talent, where 

achievements shine and applause echoes. Embrace the thrill of victory in this spirited 

celebration of accomplishments. 
Organiser:  

   

 

DATE: DEC 08                   HUMAN RIGHTS DAY OBSERVATION          DAY: FRIDAY 

AIM: Human Rights day is a global call for justice and equality that reflects on fundamental 

freedoms, celebrate dignity for all, to stand united against injustice fostering a world where 

rights are universal and revered.  
Organiser:  

 

 

 

DATE: DEC 08                               TRIP TO MALAYSIA          DAY: FRIDAY 

AIM: To Embark on a captivating journey to Malaysia, a land of diverse cultures, lush 

landscapes, and mouthwatering cuisine. Plan ahead, embrace local customs, and savor the 

beauty of this enchanting Southeast Asian destination 

Organiser: NCS 

 
 

 

DATE: DEC 15                X-MAS CELEBRATION DAY: FRIDAY 

AIM: To gather 'round for a magical Christmas celebration! Twinkling lights, carols, and 

joyous laughter fill the air. Share warmth, kindness, and festive delights, creating cherished 

memories of this joyful season.  
Organiser:  

  

 

DATE: DEC 15     ENDING THE MALAYSIAN SOJOURN DAY: FRIDAY 

AIM: Farewell to the journey's adventures! Returning to school with enriched experiences 

and fond memories. Ready to embrace learning with renewed vigor, weaving the travel tales 

into the fabric of education. 
Organiser: NCS 
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DATE:DEC 23                   ANNUAL DAY     DAY:SATURDAY 

AIM: Dazzling lights, vibrant performances, and proud smiles mark the school's Annual Day. 

A celebration of talent, unity, and achievements, creating unforgettable moments that 

resonate throughout the academic year. 

Organiser: NCS 
  

DATE:JAN 02                        DAY:  

AIM: Welcome back, students! New year, new possibilities. Embrace learning, friendships, 

and growth. Let the classrooms buzz with excitement as we embark on a journey of 

knowledge and discovery together. 
Organiser: NCS 

 

 

Holidays in the Month 

 
 

December 9  II Saturday  

December 24 – 

January 01 
Winter Break 
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